Abstract: Sterile neutrinos with mass in the eV-scale and large mixings of order θ 0 0.1 could explain some anomalies found in short-baseline neutrino oscillation data. Here, we revisit a neutrino portal scenario in which eV-scale sterile neutrinos have self-interactions via a new gauge vector boson φ. Their production in the early Universe via mixing with active neutrinos can be suppressed by the induced effective potential in the sterile sector. We study how different cosmological observations can constrain this model, in terms of the mass of the new gauge boson, M φ , and its coupling to sterile neutrinos, g s . Then, we explore how to probe part of the allowed parameter space of this particular model with future observations of the diffuse supernova neutrino background by the Hyper-Kamiokande and DUNE detectors. For M φ ∼ 5 − 10 keV and g s ∼ 10 −4 − 10 −2 , as allowed by cosmological constraints, we find that interactions of diffuse supernova neutrinos with relic sterile neutrinos on their way to the Earth would result in significant dips in the neutrino spectrum which would produce unique features in the event spectra observed in these detectors.
Introduction
The past two decades of neutrino oscillation data have proven to be a rich source of information about the masses and mixing in the leptonic sector [1] . The standard model three-flavor framework has left-handed neutrinos with mass-squared differences much less than 1 eV 2 . However, short baseline oscillation experiments like LSND [2] [3] [4] [5] and MiniBooNE [6] [7] [8] and some reactor neutrino experiments [9] show anomalies from ν µ → ν e (ν µ →ν e ) andν e disappearance, respectively. These anomalous results can be interpreted as pointing to the existence of another species of (sterile) neutrinos with O(1 eV) mass and a mixing angle with an active neutrino species of θ 0 ∼ 0.1 [10, 11] . Indeed, in a framework with three sub-eV active plus one sterile neutrino, global analyses including data from disappearance and appearance experiments obtain as best fit values ∆m 2 41 = 1.7 eV 2 and |U e4 | 2 0.01 − 0.02, |U µ4 | 2 0.015 and |U τ 4 | 2 = 0 [12] [13] [14] [15] .
With such large mixing angles with active neutrinos, sterile neutrinos would fully thermalize in the bath of Standard Model (SM) particles [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] accounting for one extra neutrino at the time of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the cosmic microwave background (CMB), in tension with current data [1] . For T γ m 4 ≡ m s (m 4 is the mass of the mostly sterile neutrino), sterile neutrinos would be relativistic, and their contribution to the relativistic energy density can be parameterized by the effective number of neutrinos, N eff . For instance, different cosmological observations, including BBN data, constrain the effective number of fully thermalized neutrinos to be N eff 3.5 and the mass of the (mostly) sterile neutrinos to be m s 0.4 eV (the exact limits depending on the particular data set considered) [33] (see also, e.g., Refs. [28, [34] [35] [36] [37] ). This bounds can be satisfied if sterile neutrinos are not in equilibrium or are only partially thermalized, so their contribution to N eff at the relevant epochs is small.
A possible solution for this problem was suggested long ago in the context of Majoron models [38, 39] and has been recently revised in scenarios with sterile neutrino self interactions, mediated by a boson [40, 41] , sometimes called secret interactions. The new interaction term in the sterile sector would induce an effective potential, which could suppress the large mixing angle in vacuum with active neutrinos and hence, prevent equilibration of sterile neutrinos, and avoiding the bounds from the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN. Thus, the production of massive (mostly) sterile neutrinos is suppressed at the epoch of BBN. Even if they recouple with, and again decouple from, active neutrinos before the recombination time, they would satisfy current bounds from both BBN and CMB data [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . In recent years, more detailed analyses of cosmological data have been performed and different phenomenological consequences of the idea have been studied [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . The conclusion is that as a result of these new interactions, BBN and CMB limits permit a relic density of sterile neutrinos with a mass of about 1 eV.
On the other hand, the coupling of neutrinos to a mediator could give rise to an attenuated spectrum of cosmic neutrinos due to the resonance production of this mediator in the relic neutrino background [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] , an idea similar to the attenuation of the flux of ultra-high energy neutrinos due to the resonant interaction with cosmic relic neutrinos at the Z-pole [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . Similarly, the diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) flux could also experience distortions en route to Earth, either because of interactions with the relic neutrino background in models with additional Z gauge bosons coupled to neutrinos [68, 69] or because of interactions with dark matter particles [70] in models with radiatively-generated neutrino masses [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] .
In the scenario discussed in this paper (i.e., an extra eV-scale sterile neutrino with self interactions mediated by a vector boson φ), the relic density of sterile neutrinos could act as the target for the DSNB flux, which would resonantly produce the vector boson φ. Thus, we would also expect a dip in the event spectrum from the DSNB if the resonant energy of this interaction lies in the relevant range for supernova (SN) neutrinos (i.e., tens of MeV). For targets with eV mass, absorption features could show up for mediators with masses in the keV range. Moreover, note that for masses in the MeV range, these secret interactions in the sterile neutrino sector could also produce dips in the cosmic neutrino spectrum [44, 48] .
Here we focus on the expected signals by the DSNB in the liquid argon (LAr) detector planned for the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [76, 77] and in the waterCerenkov Hyper-Kamiokande (HK) detector [78] , in scenarios with self interactions of sterile neutrinos with eV masses and relatively large vacuum mixing with active neutrinos (θ 0 ∼ 0.1).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the low-energy Lagrangian in the sterile neutrino sector and its V − A interactions with a new vector boson. We introduce the sterile neutrino production rate in the early Universe and describe its ingredients in detail: the collision rate and the average probability for active-sterile neutrino conversions in the medium, which depend on the effective potential induced by these new interactions and on the quantum damping rate. We provide a compendium of the relevant cross sections, including thermal averaging, relevant to the cosmological constraints reviewed and discussed in Section 3. The different models we consider for the DSNB flux are described in Section 4, as well as the signals expected in future DUNE and HK detectors with and without self interactions of sterile neutrinos. In Section 5 we discuss our results and draw our conclusions. Finally, in Appendix A we include the details of the calculation of the effective potential due to the new interactions in the sterile neutrino sector.
Sterile neutrino interactions
Here we consider a scenario with one extra sterile neutrino which has self-interactions mediated by a new keV-MeV scale U (1) vector boson (φ) and has interactions with the SM sector only via mixing with active neutrinos. In this section, we review the interaction rates considered in different detail in the literature [40, 41, 44, 46, 48] . We include thermal averaging of the cross sections, study the impact of the resonant scattering ν sνs → φ → ν sνs and of the effective potential V eff , that enters the sterile-active mixing in the medium. The interaction rates and effective mixing angle are inputs to determine cosmologically allowed regions in the coupling constant-vector boson mass parameter space.
In this work, cosmologically relevant interactions in the sterile sector are assumed to occur between sterile neutrinos and a vector boson φ, described by the interaction term [41, 46] 
where P L = (1 − γ 5 )/2. The V − A coupling keeps the number of degrees of freedom for sterile neutrinos plus antineutrinos the same as for active neutrinos, namely, g νs = g νa = 2. 1 We also assume that this sector (ν s ,ν s and φ) decouples from SM particles above the TeV scale, when the effective number of degrees of freedom is on the order of g * ∼ 106.7 [79] . If particles in the sterile sector do not recouple to SM particles (e.g., via mixing) before BBN, the early decoupling ensures that the number density of sterile neutrinos does not equal that of active neutrinos (due to the entropy release in the SM sector), so that the constraint on the effective number of extra neutrinos during the BBN epoch, namely that ∆N eff is a fraction of a SM neutrino species at T γ < ∼ 1 MeV, is satisfied [80, 81] (see also Ref. [82] for a less constraining limit). We use N BBN eff < ∼ 3.2 during the BBN epoch for our constraints. 2 1 We use gs to denote the coupling and gν s for the number of degrees of freedom of the sterile neutrino.
2 While there could be potential constraints on active-sterile oscillations after (or around) neutrino decoupling through the distortion of the active neutrino energy distributions [40, 42] , a more detailed discussion on this regard is beyond the scope of this paper.
With these assumptions, neglecting the impact of the active-sterile mixing, the ratio of the sterile neutrino temperature T s to the active neutrino temperature T ν , ξ ≡ T s /T ν at T γ ∼ 1 MeV depends on whether or not φ's are present.
If the φ's are relativistic at BBN 3 (i.e., M φ < ∼ 1 MeV), they are easily produced with a temperature equal to that of sterile neutrinos. Therefore, the temperature ratio ξ and the effective number of neutrino species during BBN are ξ rel = 10.75 106.75
where we have used the SM value, N νa = 3.045 [83] (see also earlier calculations [84, 85] ) and 5) where the second factor in ξ nr accounts for the 'heating' of sterile neutrinos from φ decays. Note that this factor is not present in Eq. (2.2), where the temperature ratio only corresponds to the SM entropy release between high temperatures ( > ∼ 1 TeV) and BBN temperatures ( < ∼ 1 MeV), with no 'heating' in the sterile sector. Therefore, these results represent the two limiting cases for different M φ . As we can see, regardless the value of M φ , the BBN constraint N BBN eff < ∼ 3.2 [80] [81] [82] is always satisfied if the sterile sector does not recouple to the SM sector before T γ ∼ 1 MeV. If recoupling occurs before that time, the bounds from BBN would be violated. We will use the ratio of temperatures ξ given in Eq. (2.2) or (2.4), for M φ < 1 MeV or M φ ≥ 1 MeV, respectively, in our evaluation of cosmological constraints on the sterile sector. Obviously, this is a rough approximation, although the changes in the results are not qualitatively important.
Large mixing between sterile and active neutrinos would drive the former to reach thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, i.e., to recouple and thus, there would be an extra contribution to the number of neutrino degrees of freedom, violating cosmological (BBN and CMB) bounds. Active-sterile mixing in the medium depends on the vacuum mixing angle θ 0 and on the effective potential V eff [86] (see below). In the case of no extra new interaction in the sterile sector, the SM weak potential is negligible at MeV temperatures or below, so the mixing angle is the one in vacuum. Nevertheless, if a term like Eq. (2.1) is present, there is an extra contribution to the sterile neutrino self-energy, which can dominate over SM matter effects, even for small values of g s . This is so because the mass of the φ under consideration here is much smaller than the W mass.
The production rate of sterile neutrinos, Γ νs , is given by the product of half the total interaction rate [87, 88] times the thermal average of the active-sterile neutrino conversion probability [89] 
The average probability for active-sterile neutrino conversions in the medium (in the adiabatic limit) can be written as [89, 90] 
where the overall factor of 1/2 is the result of averaging the oscillatory term, θ 0 is the vacuum mixing angle and ∆m 2 s is the (mostly) active-sterile neutrino mass difference squared. In what follows, we take θ 0 = 0.1 and ∆m 2 s = 1 eV 2 . There are two important terms in Eq. (2.7) which are present because oscillations take place in a medium: V eff is the effective potential induced by neutrino forward scattering in the thermal bath (both from SM interactions and from the new sterile sector interactions) and D int = Γ int /2 is the quantum damping rate and accounts for the loss of coherence due to collisions [87] .
The effective potential V eff receives finite temperature contributions from both SM and new sector interactions. Due to mixing between active and sterile neutrinos, SM interactions also contribute to the effective potential of (mostly) sterile neutrinos, although suppressed by four powers of the mixing angle, sin 4 θ 0 . Similarly, interactions in the sterile sector, Eq. (2.1), also contribute to the effective potential of active neutrinos. Therefore, the effective potential appearing in Eq. (2.7) can be written as
The SM contribution to the effective potential at temperatures below the mass of the SM gauge bosons was computed three decades ago and is given by [86] 9) where, at the temperatures 1 MeV < ∼ T ν < ∼ 100 MeV, κ = 1 for ν e and κ = 0 for ν µ and ν τ (as there are no µ or τ leptons at T ν < 100 MeV). For numerical computations we use the electron neutrino case, although the differences do not affect our discussion.
Although we use the full expression, Eq. (A.18) in Appendix A, the effective potential from interactions in the sterile sector, Eq. (2.1), can be analytically computed in the low-and high-temperature limits [41] ,
where E is the sterile neutrino energy (which has to coincide with that of active neutrinos so that the two states can oscillate) and equal distributions for active neutrinos and antineutrinos are assumed. In the Appendix, we include the expression for V eff,s (E, T s ) corresponding to light sterile neutrinos, which is also applicable near the resonant production of φ. When the effective potential is more important than the vacuum term, the probability for the activesterile neutrino conversion is suppressed, preventing the equilibration of sterile and active neutrinos and preserving the consistency with the BBN limit on effective number of extra neutrinos [40, 41] . The total interaction rate, which appears in the definition of the sterile neutrino production rate, Γ νs , and in the damping rate, D int , can be written as
where n a , n s and n φ are the number densities and σ a v Mol , σ s v Mol and σ φ v Mol are the thermal average of the cross section times the Møller velocity (equal to the relative velocity in the lab or center-of-mass frames), corresponding to active and sterile neutrinos and φ bosons, respectively. The total interaction rate of sterile neutrinos, Γ int , has three contributions: the usual one from SM interactions of active neutrinos, the ones from collisions of sterile neutrinos or between sterile neutrinos and φ bosons due to the new interaction term. In the first case, with SM interactions, sterile neutrino production proceeds via active-active neutrino interactions and then active-sterile neutrino mixing, so the temperature of the final sterile neutrino state is that of active neutrinos. In the second and third cases, with new sterile neutrino interactions, sterile neutrinos are produced via active-sterile neutrino mixing and then sterile-sterile neutrino and sterile neutrino-φ boson interactions, respectively, so the temperatures of the distributions of the incoming active and sterile neutrinos are, in principle, different, T ν = T s . Sterile neutrino-φ interactions do not change our conclusions here, so for simplicity, we do not discuss them further here. The contribution from active-active neutrino interactions, in the case of active-sterile neutrino oscillations, is given by [19] 12) where y α 4.1 for α = ν e and y α 2.9 for α = ν µ , ν τ . For numerical computations we consider the electron neutrino case, although very similar results are obtained otherwise.
For Γ int,s , the contribution to the total interaction rate arising entirely from the sterile neutrino sector, we have to consider both elastic and inelastic interactions of sterile neutrinos induced by the new term in the Lagrangian, Eq. (2.1), 
Note that in the low-mass limit, s > M 2 φ , the t-channel cross section depends on M −2 φ , instead of E −2 , as considered in Refs. [43, 46, 52] . This had already been noted in Refs. [44, 48] .
The thermal average of the cross section times relative velocity v Mol is given by [91] σv
is the distribution function of species i. We assume neutrinos and antineutrinos are equally distributed and thus, µ i = 0. The Møller velocity, v Mol , is defined as 19) which is approximated by v Mol 1 − cos θ in the relativistic limit (p i E i ), valid for most of our discussion since all neutrino masses are of the order of 1 eV or below. Thermal averaging with Eq. (2.18) is essential for the proper treatment of the resonance behavior of the annihilation cross section. From the cross sections in Eq. (2.16), the analytic expression of thermal average for the high-and low-energy limits is where T 1 and T 2 are the temperatures of the two neutrino distributions, which can be different due to active-neutrino mixing. For T < ∼ M φ , the thermally averaged (s-channel) cross section increases rapidly. A simple form in this case is not available. We use the numerical results below.
The corresponding result for ν s ν s → ν s ν s can be obtained by using crossing symmetry. In the high-and low-energy limits, it is given by
For the ν sνs → φ φ process, the cross section is
with
The ν s φ → ν s φ cross section can be obtained in a similar way, although collinear divergences have to be taken care of. In any case, both ν sνs → φ φ and ν s φ → ν s φ are subdominant processes at all temperatures. We show in Fig. 1 the thermal averaged annihilation and scattering cross sections, as a function of the standard model neutrino temperature, for g s = 10 −4 and M φ = 6 keV. The cross sections are relevant to the cosmological constraints when a sterile neutrino scatters with an active neutrino, via mixing. The thermally averaged total cross section for ν sνs → ν sνs process (upper red solid curve) results from the sum of the t-channel and s-channel plus interference term. The scattering process ν s ν s → ν s ν s is shown by the blue dashed curve (t-channel). We also show the sterile neutrino annihilation into φφ (green dot-dashed curve). As can be seen from the figure, only the cross sections for ν sνs → ν sνs and ν s ν s → ν s ν s are relevant to determine whether sterile neutrinos are in thermal equilibrium or not.
3 Cosmological constraints on (M φ , g s )
As discussed above, we assume the sterile sector particles are present in the early Universe, but that they decouple from active neutrinos at temperatures well above the electroweak scale. In addition to the primordial population, sterile neutrinos can be produced from interactions with active neutrinos via mixing. A detailed evaluation of the sterile neutrino abundance would require a solution to the quantum kinetic equations for the momentumdependent density matrix (see, e.g., Refs. [31, 92] ). Nevertheless, we use the ratio of the sterile neutrino production rate to the Hubble expansion rate to establish whether or not sterile neutrinos equilibrate at a given temperature. We make the approximation that when the production rate is higher than the Hubble expansion rate, thermal equilibrium is established between sterile and active neutrinos. If equilibration is reached before BBN, this implies an extra neutrino degree of freedom, which would be in tension with current data [1] . At the recombination epoch, most neutrinos have to be free streaming to agree with the temperature and polarization CMB data and this imposes additional constraints on the parameter space of the new interactions [54, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] .
As we discussed in the previous section, the production rate of the sterile neutrinos, Γ νs , is equal to the product of the damping rate and the thermally averaged conversion probability. On the other hand, the Hubble expansion rate at radiation-dominated epochs, in terms of the photon temperature T γ , is
with the Planck mass M pl = 1.22×10 22 MeV. The temperature of the sterile sector (relative to the one of active neutrinos) and the number of relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN depend
The ratio of the sterile neutrino production rate, Γ νs , to the Hubble expansion rate, H, as a function of the photon temperature, T γ , for four pairs of (M φ , g s ): (6 keV, 10 −4 ) (black solid curve), which represents our default case in Section 4, (0.1 MeV, 10 −1 ) (red dashed curve), (1 MeV, 10 −3 ) (blue dot-dashed curve) and (100 MeV, 10 −2 ) (green dotted curve), which are not allowed by BBN and CMB data (see text).
on the mass of the new boson φ, as discussed above. Therefore, constraints from BBN data depend on M φ , too. At
11.06, with g SM * = 10.75, and T s 0.649 T ν . whereas for M φ < 1 MeV, g * = g SM * +(2·7/8+3)·ξ 4 rel 10.97 and T s 0.465 T ν . At later times (lower temperatures), sterile neutrino recoupling would make the active and sterile neutrino temperatures equal.
Before discussing in more detail the allowed regions in the parameters space of the hidden sector, (M φ , g s ) (fixing θ 0 and m s ), we illustrate in Fig. 2 how BBN and CMB cosmological constraints apply. We show the ratio of the production rate of sterile neutrinos to the Hubble expansion rate, Γ νs /H, as a function of the photon temperature, for several representative pairs of (excluded) values of (M φ , g s ). We also show this ratio for the default values we consider in Section 4 (black solid curve), M φ = 6 keV and g s = 10 −4 . In this case, Γ νs /H < 1 for T γ > T BBN = 1 MeV and T γ < T CMB ∼ 1 eV, so in these temperature regimes, sterile neutrinos are not in equilibrium with active neutrinos and both BBN and CMB constraints are satisfied. Nevertheless, for the other parameter sets presented in the figure, 2 and θ 0 = 0.1. We also depict the regions that can be tested by searching for potential dips in the DSNB flux in DUNE or HK (orange region, along with the default case we consider in this work, marked with a red star) and in the cosmic neutrino spectrum in IceCube (light blue region for mostly active neutrinos as targets and slightly darker blue for mostly sterile neutrinos as targets). See text for details.
at either T BBN or T CMB . As a consequence, these parameter choices are in conflict with the constraints on the number of effective neutrino species or the condition of free-streaming at recombination (see below). In the following, we investigate the excluded/allowed regions of the (M φ , g s ) parameter space in more detail.
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints
If sterile neutrinos recouple with the SM sector before the BBN time, they would violate observational data and hence this constrains the parameter space (M φ , g s ). The equilibration between sterile and active neutrinos would occur when the production rate of sterile neutrinos, Γ νs (ν a → ν s ), exceeds the expansion rate of the Universe. The temperature when equilibration is reached is the recoupling temperature, so it is defined as Γ νs (T rec ) = H(T rec ). In order satisfy the BBN bound on N eff , we find the constrained parameter space for (M φ , g s ) by demanding the recoupling temperature to be lower than temperatures below which BBN can be affected,
At the BBN epoch, T ν = T γ . Using the expressions for the interaction rates from the previous section, the resulting constraints on the coupling g s , as a function of M φ , are depicted in Fig. 3 .
The excluded values of (M φ , g s ) are represented by the gray region, discussed below. In the region of the parameters space where the effective potential due to sterile-sterile neutrino interactions is smaller than the vacuum term, |V eff | < ∆m 2 s /(2 E) cos 2θ 0 , the mixing angle is the one in vacuum. Thus, the lower the temperature, the more constraining this condition is (for high temperatures, the region moves towards large masses and couplings). For T ν = 1 MeV, this is represented by the cross-hatched area, which is excluded due to SM interactions, given the very large mixing we consider [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
We now turn to the BBN constraints in three limiting cases: the limit of M φ T BBN , in the limit of M φ T BBN , and the case in which equilibration can potentially happen before BBN.
When φ bosons are relativistic at the BBN epoch, i.e., M φ < T BBN , the temperature of the sterile sector is given by Eq. (2.2), i.e., T s = 0.465 T ν and the effective potential (only from interactions in the sterile sector, i.e., neglecting the SM contribution) is given by,
(2.10)). Since we approximate freeze-out as instantaneous at T BBN = 1 MeV, the neutrino and photon temperatures are approximately equal [104] . In order to obtain the constraints on the (M φ , g s ) parameter space, it is useful to determine different regimes. It is useful to consider the regimes such that:
When the sterile neutrino cross section is t-channel dominated,
while for the s-channel dominated sterile neutrino cross section,
where we have used ∆m 2 s = 1 eV 2 , θ 0 = 0.1 and E = 3.15 T ν . These inequalities show that Γ int,s dominates Γ int,SM for most of the parameter space under discussion.
We first consider the case where the t-channel is the most important contribution to the sterile neutrino interaction cross section, i.e., Eq. (3.5), which roughly represents half of the low mass region (M φ < ∼ 1 MeV) depicted in Fig. 3 . Using Eq. (2.20), the total interaction rate in the sterile sector is given by 12) where the first parenthesis corresponds to the thermal average of the sum of cross sections for ν s +ν s → ν s +ν s and ν s + ν s → ν s + ν s , whereas the second term is the equilibrium number density of sterile neutrinos, n s (T s ). In the region of the parameter space where |V eff,s | > ∆m 2 s /(2 E) cos 2θ 0 and Γ int,s /2 (tchannel), i.e., 4.3×10 −6 (MeV/T ν ) < g s < 2.4 (M φ /T ν ), the thermal average of the probability of active-sterile neutrino conversion can be approximated by
and thus, from the condition in Eq. (3.2), the excluded region is given by
(3.14)
Hence, in the limit in which the effective potential suppresses oscillations and the interaction rate is dominated by the t-channel cross section, the production rate does not depend on the coupling g s , because both V 2 eff and the (t-channel) cross section are proportional to g 4 s . Accordingly, only constraints on M φ can be set within this region [48] . This is represented by the vertical line in the left of Fig. 3 , marking the boundary of the dark gray region.
In the region of the parameter space where Γ int,s /2 > V eff,s and ∆m 2 s /(2 E) cos 2θ 0 , i.e.,
, interactions interrupt oscillations; they act as a 'measurement' of the neutrino state (Turing's or Zeno's paradox) [105] . In this situation, the average of the conversion probability can be approximated as
which results in the excluded region
This excludes φ boson masses in the range
which is complementary to the exclusion region represented by Eq. (3.14).
In the low-mass region where the t-channel dominates the total interaction rate, there is only a very small corner for which the mixing angle is approximately that of vacuum,
, and so, equilibration is even more effective than in the standard scenario of sterile neutrino production in the early Universe. Therefore, for the large mixing angle we consider, full equilibration of sterile neutrinos is achieved and BBN constraints are violated.
Next, we focus on the parameter region where the s−channel is the most relevant one in the interaction cross section (of the sterile sector), i.e., g s < 1.9 (M φ /T ν ) 2 . It is interesting to stress, as can be seen from Fig. 1 , that as a consequence of the thermal averaging of the cross section, the s-channel is the most important contribution over several orders of magnitude in temperature, not just at T s ∼ M φ . Therefore, the constraints for most of the parameter space we consider are a consequence of s-channel interactions. In this regime, and using Eq. (2.20), the total interaction rate in the sterile sector is given by
From Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11), when the s-channel is most important (g s < 1.9 (M φ /T ν ) 2 ) and φ bosons are relativistic at the BBN epoch, the effective potential is always larger than the damping term (in the region depicted in Fig. 3) . Moreover, the effective potential suppresses the vacuum mixing in the range g s > 4.3 × 10 −6 (MeV/T ν ), Eq. (3.4). Under these conditions, the excluded region is given by
which approximately represents the dark gray region limited by the diagonal line in Fig. 3 . For M φ < ∼ T BBN , the low-mass approximation (for the interaction rate and the effective potential)
is less accurate and one should use the full numerical result, which produces the shoulder at T ν ∼ 1 MeV. For g s < 4.3 × 10 −6 (MeV/T ν ) and g s < 1.9 (M φ /T ν ) 2 , vacuum mixing is recovered. At T ν = T BBN interactions in the sterile sector are more important than SM collisions between active neutrinos, Eq. (3.9), in the region shown in Fig. 3 , but the equilibration condition is not satisfied for g s > 2.1 × 10 −9 (MeV/M φ ) (left-bottom region in Fig. 3 ). However, in that region of the parameter space and at T ν ∼few MeV, the t-channel contribution is again more important than the s-channel one. In this case, vacuum mixing is also recovered and Γ int,s ∼ Γ int,SM , so equilibration between the active and sterile sectors is achieved before the BBN epoch in a similar fashion as in the usually considered active-sterile neutrino mixing scenario.
High-mass limit (M
When φ bosons are non-relativistic at the BBN epoch, i.e., M φ > T BBN , the temperature of sterile neutrinos is given by Eq. (2.4), i.e., T s = 0.649 T ν (and T ν = T γ ), and the effective potential (only from interactions in the sterile sector, i.e., neglecting the SM contribution) is
(2.10). In this limit, both s-and t-channel contributions to the total cross section are relevant to determine constraints in different regimes.
The t-channel cross section is important for large φ masses and couplings and temperatures close to T BBN , whereas the s-channel contribution is the dominant one to set bounds for small couplings in the entire mass interval considered (1 MeV < M φ < 1 GeV). This can be qualitatively understood as follows. If we were to consider only interactions in the new sterile sector, due to thermal averaging, the t-channel would be the dominant one at T ν /M φ < O(100) (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, for temperatures close to T BBN , it is more important for larger masses. Besides, for large couplings the effective potential suppresses the mixing angle in the medium, but V 2 eff,s ∝ g 4 s and Γ int,s ∝ g 4 s , so the constraints so obtained do not depend on the coupling. For smaller couplings, mixing can be resonantly enhanced around some temperature close to BBN, so the sterile neutrino production rate would be proportional to g 4 s and hence, the larger the mixing the more effective equilibration would be and the more stringent the constraints would be. This explains the upper right part in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, the large enhancement in the interaction cross section produced by the s-channel contribution also results in a suppression of the mixing angle. Unlike what happens for the t-channel, now Γ int,s ∝ g 2 s , so the sterile neutrino production rate would be proportional to g −2 s
(if no SM interactions were present) and thus, the larger the coupling the smaller the impact on BBN data (equilibration is more difficult to be reached). For small φ masses, only the s-channel contributes to set limits on the (M φ , g s ) parameter space and this bound smoothly connects with the low-mass case discussed above and depicted in Fig. 3 . For M φ > 100 MeV, interactions in the new sector alone would leave an allowed region; the t-channel not being efficient enough and the s-channel suppressing too much the sterile-active mixing angle. However, in this region, SM interactions of active neutrinos take over and thermalize sterile neutrinos, excluding that part too.
Although we do not have an analytic expression for the s-channel contribution to the total interaction rate, it is illustrative to consider the t-channel dominated rate. Analogously to the low-mass limit, it is useful to determine different regimes,
where we have also used ∆m 2 s = 1 eV 2 , θ 0 = 0.1 and E = 3.15 T ν . Using Eq. (2.20), the total interaction rate in the sterile sector for M φ T BBN , when it is dominated by the t-channel contribution, is given by
In this regime, the effective potential is always larger than the damping term 4 , Eq. where we take g * to be constant within the relevant temperature range. On the other hand, for small couplings, g s < 4.3 × 10 −7 (M φ /MeV) 2 , there is always a temperature T ν > T BBN , such that |V eff | = ∆m 2 s /(2 E) cos 2θ 0 . Consequently, mixing is not only unsuppressed, but it is resonantly enhanced before BBN, and the conversion probability is maximal (i.e., P (ν a → ν s ) = 1/2). For 7.1×10 −6 (M φ /MeV) < g s < 4.3×10 −7 (M φ /MeV) 2 , the excluded region is given by 5 9.5 × 10 Using also the condition of vacuum mixing, i.e., g s < 4. 30) which approximately (up to a factor (cos 2θ 0 ) 2/3 ) coincides with Eq. (3.26). For 2.3×10 −10 (M φ /MeV) 2 < g s < 7.1×10 −6 (M φ /MeV), i.e., when |V eff,s | > |V eff,SM | and Γ int,SM > Γ int,s , equilibration between sterile and active neutrinos is always reached before BBN, because the production rate is the product of maximal conversion probability and SM interactions. For smaller couplings, equilibration proceeds as in the usual sterile-active scenario with no extra interaction term.
The matching from the low-mass limit constraints discussed in the previous section is explained in terms of the s-channel contribution from interactions in the sterile sector. For low masses, the s-channel contribution, for which we have no analytic expression, becomes the dominant one at temperatures around 1 MeV. For instance, for M φ 10 MeV the schannel peak of the production rate occurs around T ν ∼ 1 MeV when Γ int,s /2 ∼ |V eff,s |. However, the suppression of the mixing angle is not enough to keep sterile neutrinos out of equilibrium down to T ν = T BBN for g s < 7 × 10 −2 . For larger masses, the resonance takes place at higher temperatures, and the production rate is larger than the expansion rate for even smaller couplings. Nevertheless, for very small coupling g s , the production rate is given by SM active-active neutrino interactions and active-sterile neutrino mixing, and equilibration proceeds as in the usual sterile neutrino scenario with no extra interactions.
Free streaming in the Cosmic Microwave Background epoch
Within the standard scenario, active neutrinos start free streaming well before the CMB epoch, generating anisotropic stress, which results in baryon acoustic peaks to be suppressed. However, if neutrinos were interacting instead, the amplitude of CMB fluctuations on all sub-horizon scales at the decoupling time would be enhanced [54, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] . In order to satisfy the free-streaming condition, we conservatively impose the sterile neutrino production rate not to be greater than the expansion rate at the CMB time (T γ ∼ 1 eV). At the epoch of recombination (even earlier, in general), the effective potential and the damping term can be neglected, and hence active-sterile neutrino mixing occurs as in vacuum. As the sterile neutrino production rate (via new interactions) scales with T 5 ν and the Universe expansion rate with T 2 γ , sterile neutrinos recouple with active ones before the CMB epoch (but they must do it after BBN). Moreover, to satisfy the free-streaming condition, they must also decouple before the CMB epoch.
After recoupling takes place, the vector boson φ and the sterile and active neutrinos acquire a common temperature. Assuming all three active neutrino species recouple with the sterile sector, equilibrium is dictated by detailed balance and the common temperature T rec after this occurs is
where T ν is the active neutrino temperature. However, before decoupling takes place, the φ bosons would decay away releasing entropy to the system and thus, the final temperature of sterile neutrinos (common to active neutrinos) when decoupled would be
Therefore, the region of the parameter space where sterile neutrinos have already decoupled (after recoupling) at T γ ∼ 1 eV is obtained using Eq. (3.2) at that temperature. Thus, using Eq. (3.24) (with the substitution T s → T as ), the (complementary) excluded region is given by
where we have used T ν = (4/11) 1/3 T γ and g * (T γ 1 eV) = g SM * (eV) + 2 · 7/8 · ξ 4 eV (T ν /T γ ) 4 3.76, with g SM * (eV) 3.36. This result constrains the upper-left corner (shaded with gray) in Fig. 3 . It is interesting to note that this rough estimate is in good agreement with the bounds obtained from current CMB data 7 , which allow a region around g s ∼ 0.5 (M φ /MeV) [101, 102] .
One could wonder whether the presence of four neutrinos with similar temperatures at the epoch of recombination would be in tension with the value of N eff obtained from Planck data [106] . However, given that the (mostly) sterile neutrino becomes semi-relativistic at that time, N eff < 3 in this scenario [43, 44, 46] . This means the N eff is in agreement with the Planck limits. Note that to properly test this region a full analysis of CMB data, including sterile neutrinos with secret interactions [107] and without assuming contact interactions, would be required. Nevertheless, this is beyond the scope of this work. 7 Using G eff (or Gν ) in Refs. [101, 102] 
φ , in our notation.
Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background

Spectrum of the DSNB
To evaluate the impact of relic sterile neutrinos on the propagation of supernova neutrinos, an estimate of the spectrum of the DSNB flux is required. Neutrinos with energies in the range of tens of MeV are copiously produced after the explosions of core-collapse supernovae (SN) of type II, Ib or Ic. Whereas a SN explosion within our galaxy would give rise to thousands (or even millions) of neutrino-induced events in current or future detectors [77, 78, [108] [109] [110] [111] , this might not happen in the next decades. Nevertheless, neutrinos from all SN throughout the history of the Universe are a guaranteed flux, which is known as the DSNB or supernova relic neutrinos (see, e.g., Refs. [112] [113] [114] for reviews). The spectrum of the DSNB flux that can be observed at Earth depends on the SN formation rate, R SN (z), and the neutrino energy spectrum from a generic SN explosion, dN/dE ν . In the absence of neutrino absorption and without taking into account oscillations, the differential DSNB flux of flavor a is formulated as
where E ν = E ν (1 + z) is the energy of the emitted neutrinos at redshift z. We take z max = 6 (although it is not very sensitive to the exact value of z max , given that the largest contributions come from z 2). The factor dz/dt is given by
with the matter density Ω m = 0.308 ± 0.012, the dark energy density Ω Λ = 0.692 ± 0.012 and the Hubble parameter H 0 = (67.8 ± 0.9) km s −1 Mpc −1 [106] . The cosmic SN rate (SNR) is expected to be proportional to the star formation rate (SFR) and the relative normalization provides information on the frequency of optically dim core-collapsed SN [117] . In this work, we consider the parameterization of the SFR proposed in Ref. [115] ,ρ * (z) =ρ 0 (1 + z) The conversion from SFR to SNR is obtained by assuming canonical parameters for optically luminous core-collapsed SN (M min = 8 M and M max = 40 M ) and using a Salpeter initial mass function, defined in the range 0.1 − 100 M , so that SNR per comoving volume at redshift z can be written as [117] R SN (z) = 0.0088 Figure 4 . The cosmic SNR, using the parametrization of Ref. [115] with the updated parameters of Ref. [116] and the conversion between SFR and SNR from Ref. [117] (black solid curve), which we use as our default SNR in this work. We also show other SNR parameterization: piecewise parameterization with a modified Salpeter initial mass function from Ref. [118] (magenta dot-dashed curve), and the parameterizations used in Refs. [119, 120] (green dotted curve) and [68, 121] (blue dashed curve). The uncertainty band corresponds to the 3σ CL regions for the piecewise parameterization of the SFR in Ref. [118] , for Tν e = (4 − 8) MeV, using the appropriate scaling factors.
This is the default parameterization we use for the SNR throughout this work. 8 We show this parameterization in Fig. 4 , along with others: the piecewise parameterization given in Ref.
[118] using a modified Salpeter initial mass function and the ones used in Refs. [68, 121] and [119, 120] . We also show the 3σ confidence level (CL) uncertainty band on the SFR obtained in Ref. [118] . For the energy spectrum of neutrinos of flavor a emitted from a typical SN we consider the parametrization proposed in Ref. [135] ,
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8 Although a discrepancy of approximately a factor of two between the SNR estimated from the SFR and the observed SNR was noticed [117, 122, 123] , this problem seems to have been alleviated in the last few years with further observations [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] . HE  12  15  18  3  3  2  LE  9  11  13  3  3  2   Table 1 . Parameters for the neutrino spectra from core-collapsed SN, using Eq. (4.5). The parameter sets labeled as HE (high energy) and LE (low energy) are taken from Ref. [113] , which correspond to their hot and cold scenarios, respectively. The luminosities for the different flavors for both models are taken to be L νe = Lν e = L νx = 5 × 10 52 ergs. Table 2 . The SN neutrino flux of mass eigenstates in terms of the flux in terms of flavor eigenstates at production for the normal hierarchy (NH) and inverse hierarchy (IH) of SM neutrino masses [149] .
We assume all resonances are adiabatic and all mixing angles are different from zero. We have set the initial flux of sterile neutrinos to zero,
where E a is the average neutrino energy, L a is the total energy released in neutrinos of flavor a and β a controls the shape of the spectrum. The values of these parameters have been studied and updated by the several groups [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . In Ref. [113] three parameter sets, which loosely cover the results from simulations, are considered. We take two of these representative sets, for the high (hot) and low (cold) energy cases, which embed the range of the expected fluxes. The values of these three sets are indicated in Tab. 1, where ν x denotes all the non-electron neutrinos and antineutrinos, i.e., ν µ (ν µ ) and ν τ (ν τ ). We assume energy is equipartitioned among the three neutrino flavors, i.e., L a = 5 × 10 52 ergs. For the measured neutrino mixing parameters, the propagation of neutrinos produced in the interior of the core-collapsed SN proceeds in an adiabatic way [150] , i.e., initially produced neutrino mass eigenstates (due to the high densities in the center of the star) remain in such a state while the flavor composition changes along the trajectory due to the varying density. 9 Even in the case of a scenario with an extra sterile neutrino, for the parameters considered in this work, adiabatic propagation also takes place (see Ref. [149] ). However, in such a case the relations among the flavor fluxes at production and the fluxes in the mass basis when exiting 9 Except from small corrections on the DSNB due to collective effects that are partly washed out due to smearing over time and over the SN population [151] , at the surface of the star, neutrino fluxes in terms of flavor eigenstates can be expressed as a linear combination of the fluxes at production. Figure 5 . The ν e (left panel) andν e (right panel) DSNB fluxes for NH (solid curves) and IH (dashed curves), with the SNR from Refs. [115] [116] [117] , for the HE (red curves) and LE (blue curves) initial SN spectra [113] . See text for details.
the star are not the same as in the standard scenario with three active neutrinos. They are indicated in Tab. 2 for both SM mass hierarchies, the normal hierarchy (NH) and inverse hierarchy (IH). Finally, the redshift-integrated spectrum of neutrinos of flavor a that arrive at Earth from core-collapsed SN is given by
For the mixing parameters of active neutrinos, we use sin 2 θ 12 = 0.307 (0.307) and sin 2 θ 23 = 0.538 (0.554), sin 2 θ 13 = 0.02206 (0.02227) for NH (IH) [152, 153] (see also Refs. [154, 155] ).
For the mixings of the sterile sector with active neutrinos, we use θ 14 = θ 24 = θ 34 ≡ θ 0 = 0.1. We set all CP violating phases to zero. In Fig. 5 , we present the ν e andν e DSNB spectra for NH and IH, for two of the parameter sets of the SN energy spectra (HE and LE) [113] , as indicated in Tab. 1 and for the SNR from Refs. [115] [116] [117] . Unlike what happens for the standard three-neutrino scenario, where the flux is higher for neutrinos for the IH and for antineutrinos for the NH, in the case of one extra sterile neutrino, the NH is always the case for which a larger flux is expected. Indeed, except for the ν e flux and the NH, there is a suppression of the expected flux with respect to the three-neutrino scenario, which can be as large as a factor of about three forν e and the IH.
Effects of secret interactions on the DSNB spectrum
In this section, we evaluate the DSNB absorption features due to the relic sterile neutrino background. Following the discussion from the previous section where we described the bounds from BBN and CMB observables, for the allowed region in the (M φ , g s ) plane, sterile neutrinos would recouple with active neutrinos, then decouple, before the CMB epoch, so that most active neutrinos are free streaming by then. Assuming that after recoupling all three active neutrinos equilibrate with the sterile species, the common temperature of the system after φ bosons have decayed would be T as = 0.969 T ν , with T ν = (4/11) 1/3 T γ .
Given that decoupling would have occurred when sterile neutrinos were still relativistic, there would be a relic density of (non-relativistic) sterile neutrinos at present times equal to that of a relativistic particle with temperature T as . In this case, neutrinos from the DSNB flux could interact with the non-relativistic (mostly sterile) mass eigenstate with mass m 1 eV on their way to the Earth. The s-channel component of the ν a andν a interaction on the background ν s andν s , given its resonance behavior, could have a very strong impact on the DSNB spectrum, giving rise to the absorption of part of it. On the other hand, the effect of the t-channel (including the elastic channel) is expected to be much smaller, so we neglect it in what follows. Indeed, for g s < ∼ 10 −3 and M φ ∼ 6 keV, the optical depth from the non-resonant part of the interaction is much smaller than unity. We note that the resonant interaction would produce an on-shell φ boson, which would later decay into two sterile neutrinos. The repopulation of the active neutrino flux at lower energies would be suppressed by a factor sin 2 2θ 0 . Thus, for the purpose of this paper, we can safely neglect this effect as well, the corrections being at the percent level. Therefore, the fraction of the DSNB flux which is not absorbed due to the resonance interaction can be obtained by including the probability for a neutrino of mass eigenstate i not to interact at redshift z in the redshift-integrated differential DSNB flux, Eq. (4.6), i.e.,
where the probability P i (E ν , z) = e −τ i (Eν ,z) is defined in terms of the optical depth,
The factor |U si | 2 selects the sterile component of the mass eigenstate i and, as done throughout the paper, we set θ 0 = 0.1. Here, n 0 s denotes the present number density of sterile neutrinos (or antineutrinos), which is given by
where n 0 ν+ν 112 cm −3 is the present active neutrino (plus antineutrino) number density per flavor.
In our evaluation of the optical depth, we only include resonant interactions of mostly active with mostly sterile neutrinos with definite masses. Note that if the target states are the mostly active ones, i.e., m 0.1 eV, in order to produce observable dips in the DSNB flux, the mass of the φ boson would have to lie in a range excluded either by BBN or by the free-streaming condition. For the parameters we consider, the resonant energies for light mass eigenstates as targets would be larger than 100 MeV, as discussed below.
The cross section for the resonance interaction and the φ decay width appear in Eq. (2.16). The resonant energy is given by
with m s the mass of the (mostly) sterile neutrino. For small couplings, the φ decay width Γ φ M φ , so the cross section can be rewritten using the narrow width approximation (NWA) with s = 2 m s E ν (1 + z ),
With this approximation, the integral over redshift in the optical depth, Eq. (4.8), can be analytically performed
,(4.12)
for E res /(1 + z) < E ν < E res . If we define the absorption factor as f abs ≡ 1 − P i (E ν , z) and take 10 |U si | 2 = 10 −2 , an absorption of 10% is reached at E ν = E res for a coupling ∼ 5 × 10 −7 , for M φ = 6 keV. The absorption reaches ∼ 99% at g s ∼ 3 × 10 −6 , which is also excluded, as shown in Fig. 3 .
For the range of allowed couplings presented in Fig. 3 and 5 keV M φ 10 keV (such that 10 MeV < ∼ E res < ∼ 50 MeV), the resulting spectra is maximally attenuated by resonant interactions, so its shape does not actually depend on the particular value of the coupling. Thus, for definiteness we take g s = 10 −4 . In Fig. 3 , we highlight in orange the region that could be tested by measuring the DSNB with future neutrino detectors.
Our focus here is on M φ in the keV-mass scale. In Fig. 3 we also show in blue a different region of the parameter space that could be tested with the astrophysical neutrino flux in the TeV-PeV range. Within this type of scenario, it has been noted [44, 48] that dips, similar to the ones here discussed but at higher energies, would be produced for 0.1 MeV M φ 100 MeV (see also Refs. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] for earlier very related studies). We obtain that region by imposing τ (z = 0) > 1, such that 30 TeV < E res < 2 PeV, for |U si | 2 = 0.01. If the target particles are (mostly) sterile neutrinos, from Eq. (4.12), we get the darker blue region, whereas the lighter blue region results from considering as targets (mostly) active neutrinos with mass in the range 11 3.15 T 0 ν < m a < 0.1 eV, requiring an extra |U si | 2 factor for the interactions of mostly-active massive neutrinos. 10 Note that for interactions of mostly-sterile massive neutrinos (ν4), the optical depth is only suppressed by |Us4| 2 1. However, their contribution to the νe orνe DSNB fluxes is suppressed by |Ue4| 2 0.01 and hence, we can neglect it.
11 The lower limit, 3.15 T 0 ν with T 0 ν the present active relic neutrino temperature, guarantees that the targets are approximately at rest in present times so that the absorption feature would not be too broad. Figure 6 . The ν e (upper panels) andν e (lower panels) DSNB fluxes with (solid curves) and without (dashed curves) resonant interactions, for M φ = 6 keV, g s = 10 −4 , m s = 1 eV and θ 0 = 0.1. We show the fluxes for HE (red curves) and LE (blue curves) initial SN neutrino energy spectra and for NH (left panels) and IH (right panels).
To evaluate the prospects of detecting this type of signal, we consider argon and waterCerenkov detectors. A liquid argon detector like DUNE would be uniquely sensitive to the ν e component, primarily via the charged-current interaction
which will provide complementary information to what can be obtained from current or planned water-Čerenkov detectors, which are sensitive primarily to theν e component of the DSNB flux via inverse beta decay,ν e + p → e + + n. Although the DUNE detector might be sensitive to energies as low as 5 MeV [76, 156] , the main source of background at these low energies is the well-known flux of solar neutrinos. Indeed, the solar hep neutrino flux have an endpoint of 18.8 MeV, which implies that distinguishing the DSNB flux at energies below ∼ 16 MeV would be very challenging [157] . This is similar to the low-energy threshold considered in some Super-Kamiokande analyses [158, 159] , although spallation backgrounds have been the limiting factor in that case. 12 With these considerations in mind and recalling that, whereas the absorption would occur in the energy interval E res /(1 + z max ) < E ν < E res , the maximum attenuation would appear at the resonant energy (at z = 0), we consider masses of the resonantly produced φ so that the affected energy range is 10 MeV < ∼ E ν < ∼ 30 MeV, i.e., 5 keV < ∼ M φ < ∼ 8 keV, for m s 1 eV. In Fig. 6 , we depict the attenuated ν e (top panels) andν e (bottom panels) fluxes. We show spectra for the HE (red curves) and LE (blue curves) initial SN neutrino spectra and for NH (left panels) and IH (right panels). For illustration, all these results are obtained for M φ = 6 keV, where we can clearly see the strong suppression of the fluxes with respect to the case without attenuation (dashed curves), which extends to energies much below E res = 18 MeV.
On the other hand, in Fig. 7 we show the ν e (top panels) andν e (bottom panels) spectra for different φ mediator masses (M φ = 5, 6, 8 keV), for NH (left panels) and IH (right panels), but only for the most optimistic case of initial SN neutrino spectra, i.e., the one with highest average energies (HE). Even if the flux at the peak in the case of the LE spectra is higher, at energies above the thresholds for detection, the HE fluxes are the most optimistic ones. We can also clearly see how the dip in the SN spectra moves towards higher energies for heavier mediators, where the flux is lower.
Next, we estimate the effects of the new interaction on the shape of the DSNB event spectra in future detectors as DUNE and HK. For the sake of simplicity, we compute the differential event rate as
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where R(E ν , E ν ) is the energy resolution function of the detector and σ a is the reaction cross section corresponding to each detector technique. The total number of targets is given by N T and we optimistically assume perfect efficiency. Although a liquid argon detector is sensitive to neutrinos of all three flavors, via charged (ν e andν e ) or neutral current (all flavors) interactions off argon nuclei, or elastic scatterings with atomic electrons (all flavors), the dominant process is ν e + 40 Ar → e − + 40 K * . The cross sections for other process are smaller by at least an order of magnitude, so given the low event rate, it would be very challenging to actually detect those other signals from the DSNB flux.
In this work we use the cross section for ν e + 40 Ar → e − + 40 K * computed in the random phase approximation including several multipoles [161] and that had already been used in earlier works [162, 163] . For energies below ∼ 20 MeV, Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions are the main components of the cross section [164] , whereas other multipoles have to be included at higher energies [161] . The cross section we use, in agreement with empirical results [165] , is up to a factor of two smaller than other calculations in the literature [166- 168], but it is larger than the calculation of Refs. [169, 170] by a factor of a few. Therefore, more theoretical studies and data seem to be necessary to solve this challenging problem.
For the case of the 40 kton DUNE liquid argon detector (N Ar = 6 × 10 32 ), we consider a Gaussian energy resolution function of width σ/E ν = 0.05, which is a rough approximation of the electron energy resolution in ICARUS [171] . This is probably an optimistic situation, which assumes the neutrino energy can be reconstructed by measuring the de-excitation gammas and nucleons and the outgoing electron [172] .
In the top panels of Fig. 8 , we present the differential event rates, dN DUNE /dE ν , as a function of the neutrino energy, for the same cases as in the top panels of Fig. 7 . Although the flux decreases as the energy increases for the whole energy range presented in these plots, the cross section rapidly increases. Specifically, the latter grows by about two orders of magnitude in the range E ν = 5 − 20 MeV and by an order of magnitude from 20 MeV to 50 MeV. Therefore, the combination of the decreasing DSNB flux and the increasing cross Figure 8 . Upper panels: the differential event rates expected at the 40 kton DUNE LAr detector from ν e charged-current interactions off 40 Ar, for the same cases depicted in Fig. 7 . Lower panels: the differential event rates for one 187 kton HK tank fromν e inverse beta decay off water.
section gives rise to event spectra with a maximum at around E ν ∼ 20 MeV (for the HE initial SN neutrino spectrum). The attenuation in the flux caused by the new interactions in the sterile sector would produce a very sharp suppression of the event spectra around the resonance energy. If this is not very close to, and not too far from, the maximum in the spectrum of events without hidden interactions, i.e., if M φ ∼ (8 − 9) keV, two peaks would develop, one around the resonance energy and another one just below the maximum in the case of no attenuation, i.e., E ν ∼ (10 − 20) MeV. The double peak structure would probably be difficult to mimic by other mechanisms. However, unless the energy threshold is lowered, it would be hard to actually measure both peaks.
In Tables 3 and 4 , we indicate the number of events expected after ten years in the DUNE detector for different cases within a model with sterile neutrinos that mix with active ones 13 and may have interactions in the sterile sector mediated by a vector boson with mass in the keV range. Although the rate of detection is only of a few events per year, hidden [115] [116] [117] and for the HE initial neutrino SN spectra [113] . We show the resulting numbers for the case without new interactions (third column), with new interactions for different values of M φ (fourth to sixth columns) and for the standard three-neutrino scenario, using the corresponding flavor-mass eigenstates flux relations [150] (last column). interactions of sterile neutrinos could produce significant features in the observed spectra, with a suppression of up to 50% for M φ = 8 keV for energies below ∼ 40 MeV. For smaller masses, the suppression is expected at lower energies and thus, if above threshold, the dip is only expected in the first few bins. Let us now consider the expected DSNB signal in the proposed HK detector set up, with two tanks with a fiducial volume of 187 kton each (N HK = 1.25 × 10 34 free protons) [78] , but with the second tank only becoming operational after six years of the first one. We will assume a flat energy resolution of 10% over the entire neutrino energy range, which is similar to the SK energy resolution [158, 159, [173] [174] [175] . Although there is also a small contribution from ν e andν e interactions off oxygen nuclei, we will only consider the signal rate from inverse beta decay events off free protons,ν e + p → e + + n, which is the only relevant one at these energies. We take the total cross section for this process from Tab. 1 in Ref. [176] .
In the bottom panels of Fig. 8 , we show the expected differential event rate per tank, dN HK /dE ν , as a function of the measured neutrino energy for the same cases considered in the bottom panels of Fig. 7 . In contrast to the LAr case, the rise of the inverse beta decay cross section is more gradual, so the maximum of the event spectrum (for the HE initial neutrino SN spectrum, without new interactions) in water-Čerenkov detectors is expected at lower energies, E ν ∼ 10 MeV and another maximum could show up at higher energies. On the other hand, the attenuation effect due to the new interaction is expected to be less pronounced than in LAr detectors. However, if there is no mediator or M φ < ∼ 5 keV, the peak (at ∼ 10 MeV or at the resonant energy) would lie below the energy threshold of ∼ 16 MeV, so only a falling event spectrum (identical to the case with no resonant interaction) could be detected, unless the threshold is lowered.
As for the case of DUNE, in Tables 3 and 4 , we also indicate the number of events expected in ten years after the first HK tank starts operating (i.e., for an exposure of 2.618 Mton·yr) for different cases and energy intervals. Given the larger size of HK, the expected event rate is of the order of few tens per year. In this case, the suppression could be as much as 30% with respect to the case of no hidden sterile neutrino self-interactions 14 , for M φ = 8 keV and neutrino energies below ∼ 40 MeV. We stress that the shape of the event spectra is expected to be different from that at the DUNE detector, which would help to identify this scenario as the cause of the attenuation features. Moreover, for water-Čerenkov detectors, the mass of the vector boson for the most optimistic case depends more importantly on the energy threshold of the experiment.
Summary
Sterile neutrinos with masses in the eV scale and with large mixings with active neutrinos (θ 0 ∼ 0.1) are motivated by anomalies found in short-baseline neutrino experiments [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, with such large mixings they would be fully thermalized at the BBN time, at odds with current data [1] . In this work we have revisited a sterile neutrino portal scenario in which eV-scale sterile neutrinos have self-interactions via a new vector vector boson φ. This new interaction term would induce an effective potential which would suppress oscillations in the early Universe, preventing the equilibration of sterile neutrinos and thus, allowing this scenario to be consistent with bounds from N eff at BBN and CMB [40-49, 52, 54] .
In Section 2, within a V − A self-interacting model, we described in detail the ingredients entering the production rate of sterile neutrinos in the early Universe, including all relevant cross sections (see Fig. 1 ), the induced effective potential (see Appendix A) and the quantum damping term in the conversion probability. Note that similar scenarios have been considered in previous works [40, 41, 43, 44, 46, 48, 52] , although not all the relevant terms have always been taken into account. In Section 3, including the effect of the damping term and of resonant neutrino mixing, we showed how different cosmological observations can constrain this model, in terms of the mass of the new vector boson, M φ , and the self-coupling of sterile neutrinos, g s . In particular, we considered the limits from the inferred number of relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN and from the condition that most active neutrinos must free stream at the time of recombination. The resulting allowed region in the (M φ , g s ) plane is shown in Fig. 3 .
Finally, in Section 4, we studied the possibility of detecting the distortion of the DSNB flux due to self-interacting eV-scale sterile neutrinos, within the allowed region discussed in the previous section (also highlighted in Fig. 3) . In order to test these signatures, we considered the expected signals in the planned DUNE [76, 77] and HK detectors [78] after ten years of starting taking data. We have first described the predicted DSNB flux by considering different SNR (Fig. 4) and two different initial SN neutrino spectra (Fig. 5 and Table 1 ). We next evaluated the range of M φ and g s , allowed by cosmological observations, that would produce a significant dip in the DSNB flux due to the resonant interaction of SN neutrinos off the relic sterile neutrino background. Interactions of diffuse supernova neutrinos with relic sterile neutrinos, can resonantly produce φ's which then decay into sterile neutrinos, resulting in the depletion of the DSNB flux. In order to potentially detect this distortion of the DSNB flux at future neutrino detectors, the resonant energy must lie in the range from few MeV to tens of MeV, so the mass of the φ boson would need to be in the range of ∼ 5 − 10 keV (for a target mass m s = 1 eV) and in order to have significant dips in the spectrum, the coupling g s would have to be larger than 10 −7 . To be consistent with the parameter space that is not excluded by cosmology, we considered M φ = 5 keV, 6 keV and 8 keV, with a coupling g s = 10 −4 . The expected attenuation of the DSNB flux is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for different representative cases. We also note that for larger values of the sterile neutrino mass, the exclusion region in Fig. 3 shifts to larger values of M φ and g s , but at the same time, to keep the same resonant neutrino energy, the value of M φ must also be larger. Therefore, a vertical band in the parameter space (analogous to the orange region in Fig. 3 , but shifted to higher M φ and g s ) might still be testable with future DSNB data.
We find the signals at HK and DUNE to be unique for both normal and inverted light neutrino mass hierarchies (Fig. 8) . Nevertheless, our results should be taken as an illustration of the potential signals in these detectors, given the large uncertainties in the predicted fluxes and detection cross sections (in particular for DUNE). On one hand, the expected energy spectra of SN neutrinos would give rise to event spectra that vary within a factor of a few in the relevant energy range. In addition, the SNR is only estimated within a factor of a few. Moreover, there could be a significant fraction of failed SN which could enhance the chances of detection for E ν > 20 MeV [177] . Finally, the electron neutrino scattering cross section off argon nuclei relevant for the DUNE detector is only known within a factor of a few [161, [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] . All in all, these uncertainties translate into variations of the predicted event rates by about an order of magnitude. Bearing these caveats in mind, our results indicate that whereas HK could detect several tens ofν e -induced events per year, the DUNE detector might only detect about a few ν e -induced events per year, given its smaller size. For the most optimistic of the cases illustrated in this work and in the energy range E ν = (16, 40) MeV, the suppression of the event rate with respect to the case without new interactions could be at the level of ∼ 50% and 30% in the DUNE and HK detectors, respectively. We stress that the total number of events could also be larger if the energy threshold in these detectors is reduced with respect to the default one use in this work, E ν ∼ 16 MeV (see Tables 3 and 4 ).
In conclusion, we have argued that self-interacting eV-scale sterile neutrinos are not only an allowed possibility from cosmological observations, but in some regions of the parameter space (M φ , g s ), their existence can be probed by future observations of the DSNB in planned detectors, as that designed for the DUNE experiment or the water-Čerenkov HK detector. 
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A Effective potential
For completeness, we include here the result for the effective potential for sterile neutrino scattering with sterile neutrino background at temperature T s , which has already been computed in Ref. [41] . This is analogous to the SM neutrino effective potential [86, [178] [179] [180] [181] , with the W or Z boson replaced by the φ boson with coupling g s . Here, we provide the details of this calculation and make some further comments about it.
In general, the propagation of sterile neutrinos, ν s , is governed by the Dirac equation,
where / K = γ µ K µ , K µ is the neutrino four-momentum 15 and Σ(K) is the ν s self-energy. In vacuum, Σ(K) is proportional to K and thus, the pole of the propagator is located at K 2 = m 2 s , where m s is the (mostly) sterile neutrino mass. However, in a bath of particles at finite temperature, T s , there is a preferential frame, the center-of-mass frame of the plasma. In general, this frame has four-velocity u µ , with u µ u µ = 1. Therefore, the self-energy for left-handed fermions in the presence of a medium is of the general form: 16
where P L = (1 − γ 5 )/2 and a and b are functions of the Lorentz-invariant quantities,
15 For momentum vectors, we will use capital letters for the four-momentum and lowercase letters for the modulus of the three-momentum, e.g., k ≡ | k|. 16 At one loop, terms proportional to / K / u are not generated [180] .
It is convenient to split the self-energy into zero-temperature and finite-temperature contributions, Σ(K) = Σ 0 (K) + Σ T (K). The Σ 0 (K) part does not contribute to the dispersion relation and it only renormalizes the wave function, so from now on, we will only consider the background-dependent part, Σ T (K). In general, Σ T (K) is a complex quantity, but we are only interested in its real part. 17 The poles of the fermion propagator determine the dispersion relation, which is equivalent to solving det( / K − Σ(K)) = 0, so that non-trivial solutions of the Dirac equation exist. For relativistic neutrinos, i.e., k m, and up to first order in small quantities,
so V eff (k, T s ) −b(w, k, T s ) can be treated as the effective potential induced by the presence of the medium, which can be expressed as
Considering an interaction term as that in Eq. (2.1), i.e., L s = g sνs γ µ P L ν s φ µ , between ν s and a vector boson φ, with mass M φ , and assuming the same particle distributions for neutrinos and antineutrinos, the effective potential comes only from the bubble diagram of the ν s self-energy. The tadpole diagram only contributes in case of an asymmetry. The bubble diagram for the ν s self-energy is given by
where g s is the ν s − φ coupling and the thermal propagators for massive fermions and vector bosons (in the unitary gauge) are given by S(P ) = ( / p + m s ) 1 P 2 − m 2 s + i
The temperature dependence occurs via the functions Γ f (p) and Γ b (p), defined as Γ β (P ) = 2 π δ(P 2 − M 2 φ ) f β (P ) (A.9) with f β (P ) = 1 e (|P ·u|−sgn(P ·u) µ)/Ts − β , (A.10)
where β = 1 and β = −1 correspond to bosons and fermions, respectively. Given that we assume the particle and antiparticle distributions to be equal, µ = 0. When convenient, we will use the subindexes b and f instead of + and − (for β = 1 and β = −1, respectively).
Following Eq. (A.5),, after some algebra, the effective potential can be written as
In the high temperature limit, the logarithms go as 13) and hence, for T s M φ , k, V eff (k, T s ) g 2 s dp 2 π 2 p k (A.14)
Thus, for high-energy neutrinos (ω k), up to first order, the potential is given by 15) which agrees with the result in Ref. [41] . the exercise for the gauge-dependent part of the boson propagator, which in a general gauge can be written as 20) so that we exactly recover our previous result for ξ = 0. Notice that the structure of this propagator is analogous to that of the longitudinal part in the unitary gauge and that, up to the order we consider, only the transversal part of the propagator contributes to the effective potential. Thus, up to O(m 2 s /k 2 ), although the residue of the ξ-dependent propagator (and thus, the ν s self-energy), which is related to the wave-function normalization, depends on the gauge, the pole of the propagator, which is related to the dispersion relation, is gauge independent.
In Fig. 9 we show the effective potential as a function of the temperature T ν of the sterile neutrino state that oscillates with the active one, for a sterile neutrino background distribution with temperature T s = 0.465 T ν , and for M φ = 6 keV and g s = 10 −4 , our benchmark values in this work. The dashed curves correspond to V eff < 0, while the solid lines represent V eff > 0. The red curves correspond to a momentum fixed to the average value for a thermal distribution with temperature T ν , i.e., k = 3.15 T ν , while the black curves show the k-average over a thermal distribution of neutrinos with temperature T ν , i.e.,
As can be seen, both results are very similar. Indeed, in the low-temperature limit, they coincide exactly. Given our approximate arguments concerning the observational constraints, to avoid having to compute for every point in the parameter space the thermal average of the different relevant quantities, as the mixing angle in the medium, all the results in this paper are obtained fixing the neutrino momentum at its thermal average value, i.e., V eff (k, T s ) → V eff (k = 3.15 T ν , T s ).
